
 

Join Oregon artist, Bill Cravis in expressing that bicyclists are today’s heroes – contemporary mavericks who play 
an active role in reducing the threat of global climate change.

Saturday, October 24th from Noon – 4pm, as part of a Day in Paradise an event with Fallen Fruit of Portland 
presented by Caldera, Cravis will be in the Parks Blocks across from the Portland Art Museum inviting bicyclists to 
become temporary “living statues” atop a miniature plinth. 

Each participant will be photographed by artist Paul Bullwinkle. High quality images of project participants will be 
uploaded on a website at the conclusion of the interactive event. Images will be available for free download. Along with 
images, each participant will have the opportunity to submit a personal quote that relates to his/her use of a bicycle in 
Portland.

Bill Cravis lives in Bend, Oregon, where he is a full-time assistant professor in the Fine Art and Communications 
Department at Central Oregon Community College.

About Caldera
Caldera is a nonprofit organization that supports youth with limited opportunities through long-term mentoring and arts 
and nature programming, as well as provides fully subsidized residencies to adult artists. It provides year-round youth 
mentoring through 12 Arts Partner middle schools (six in Portland and six Central Oregon), high school programming, and 
summer camp at its Arts Center on Blue Lake near Sisters, Oregon. 

About Fallen Fruit of Portland
Fallen Fruit of Portland, a suite of artist-collaborative, site-specific projects taking place throughout Portland from October 
2015 through January 2016. Fallen Fruit of Portland is lead by artists collaborative (David Burns and Austin Young). They 
use fruit to examine concepts of place, history, and issues of representation often addressing public space. The projects 
will engage Caldera youth, their families, and the greater community, as they respond to the unique qualities of Portland, 
celebrate family stories and histories, local facts, and lore. More information at www.fallenfruit.org/a-day-in-paradise

For more information contact, Caldera’s Creative Director, Elizabeth Quinn at elizabeth.quinn@calderaarts.org. 
Partners include Portland Art Mueum, W+K, & RACC.

www.calderaarts.org

Hey Portland Cyclist! Be a Hero!

Come to South Parks Blocks with your bike

Pose like a hero! 

Have your photo taken! 

Change the world!
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For more information:    Date: October 9, 2015 
Contact: Elizabeth Quinn    Phone: 541.419.9836 
Email: Elizabeth.Quinn@CalderaArts.org  
Website: www.CalderaArts.org and www.CalderaArts.org/FallenFruitPDX 

 
 

CALDERA ANNOUNCES  
OREGON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION  

CREATIVE HEIGHTS INITIATIVE PROJECT:  
FALLEN FRUIT OF PORTLAND  

OCTOBER 24, 2015 – JANUARY 17, 2016 
 

Caldera is excited to announce Fallen Fruit of Portland, a suite of collaborative art 
projects throughout Portland this fall. Made possible through a $75,000 grant from The 
Oregon Community Foundation Creative Heights Initiative Project and anchored by 
Paradise  at the Portland Art Museum, Fallen Fruit of Portland will engage Caldera youth, 
their families, and the greater community in free public installations focused around the 
apple as a theme. 
 
Fallen Fruit of Portland is produced in collaboration with Los Angelesbased Fallen Fruit 
(David Burns and Austin Young). Fallen Fruit creates art installations in cities around the 
world, featuring a fruit specific to each project place–for Portland, that fruit is the apple. 
Using the apple as metaphor, Fallen Fruit of Portland will explore concepts of place and 
history in the context of complexities unique to Portland. 
 
“This collaboration makes for a new kind of creative community experience, both for 
Fallen Fruit and for Caldera,” said Tricia Snell, Caldera's Executive Director. “At Caldera, 
we're all about blending disciplines, ideas, and diverse people, so we're excited about 
this latest union." 
 
Caldera was one of 13 recipients in the inaugural round of the innovative Creative 
Heights Initiative. Funded by the Fred W. Fields Fund of the Oregon Community 
Foundation, the Creative Heights Initiative was developed to support arts and culture 
organizations in testing new ideas and stretching their creative capacity. 
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Saturday, October 24th 
Noon – 4pm


